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By Peter Ackroyd

Vintage Publishing. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Poe: A Life Cut Short, Peter
Ackroyd, Edgar Allan Poe served as a soldier and began his literary career composing verses
modelled on Byron; soon he was trying out his 'prose-tales' - often horror melodramas such as "The
Fall of the House of Usher." As editor of the "Literary Messenger" he was influential among critics
and writers of the American South. His versatile writings - including, for example, "The Murders in
the Rue Morgue" and "The Raven" - continue to resonate down the centuries. Peter Ackroyd's
biography of Poe opens with his end, his final days - no one knows what happened between the time
when friends saw him off on the steam-boat to Baltimore and his discovery six days later dying in a
tavern.This mystery sets the scene for a short life packed with drama and tragedy (drink and
poverty) combined with extraordinary brilliance. Poe has been claimed as the forerunner of
modern fantasy, and credited with the invention of psychological dramas (long before Freud),
science fiction (before H.G. Wells and Jules Verne) and the detective story (before Arthur Conan
Doyle). Tennyson described him as 'the most original genius that America...
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A whole new electronic book with an all new perspective. It is one of the most incredible book we have read. Your way of life span will likely be convert when
you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Spencer  Fa y-- Spencer  Fa y

A top quality ebook and the font used was fascinating to read through. It is writter in easy terms and not confusing. Its been written in an remarkably easy
way in fact it is simply after i finished reading through this publication through which actually altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Rober to B lock-- Rober to B lock
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